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Whitney
Ava is drawn back to her hometown just weeks before her 21st birthday and she
has no idea why. After meeting alpha wolf Caleb, she's content with the small town
living she'd known before, but her best friend Kelly will reveal Willow Falls is a town
with many faces.When Ava's mother reveals a secret prophecy, she is faced with a
future far removed from the one she expected.She must navigate her new love
while facing a responsibility she doesn't feel prepared for. Whether she is ready or
not, everything she knows about Willow Falls is changing - including her.

Marked by the Moon Collection C: Books 4-5
Shapeshifter mechanic Mercy Thompson and her mate, Alpha werewolf Adam,
must investigate and survive an evil presence stirring in the depths of the
Columbia River, in the sequel to Silver Borne . Reprint. A best-selling series.

Moon Marked Trilogy
The first book in the completed three-part werewolf series! Danica “Danny” Lewis
wanted something more in life. She wanted a boyfriend, riches, or at least to get
out of her office job. She got all she bargained for, and a fur coat when she falls
into the clutches of a pack of organized werewolves intent on making her into
doggy biscuits. Her rescue comes in the form of a handsome and powerful
werewolf named Mark who woos her in the hopes of getting more out of the
bargain than a good scratch behind the ears. Looking for other sensual werewolf
reads? Try out some of my other series! Alpha Blood:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=Z1tmAwAAQBAJ Alpha Mated:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=NMuHDAAAQBAJ Beast Billionaire:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=1yGmDQAAQBAJ By My Light:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=Y-fHCgAAQBAJ Desired by the Wolf:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=QW34AwAAQBAJ Falling For A Wolf:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=EOARBgAAQBAJ Garden of the Wolf:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=LB0kCQAAQBAJ Highland Moon:
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play.google.com/store/books/details?id=FwwzCwAAQBAJ In the Loup:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=j4TTAgAAQBAJ Luna Proxy:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=3_f7CwAAQBAJ Marked By the Wolf:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=_ReTBQAAQBAJ The Moon and the Stars:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=rriCDwAAQBAJ Moon Chosen:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=ASPHCQAAQBAJ Moon Lovers:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=OIz4AgAAQBAJ Oracle of Spirits:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=1hh0CwAAQBAJ Scent of Scotland: Lord of
Moray: play.google.com/store/books/details?id=1hh0CwAAQBAJ Shadow of the
Moon: play.google.com/store/books/details?id=aqv1CQAAQBAJ Sweet & Sour:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=oLs7DQAAQBAJ Wolf Lake:
play.google.com/store/books/details?id=85NDBAAAQBAJ KEYWORDS: new adult,
mystery, paranormal, supernatural, fantasy, folklore, folktale, folk tale, legend,
legends, myth, myths, action adventure, action, adventure, second chances,
comedy, humor, horror, free, freebie, free book, free books, book, books, free
ebook, ebook, free novel, rich, quick read, read, short, serial, series, college, funny,
female protagonist, novel, secret, suspense, thriller, alpha male, literature, story,
stories, hero, fiction, box, box set, boxed, boxed set, romance, free romance, free
romance ebook, free romance ebooks, free romance book, free romance books,
billionaire, wealthy, millionaire, women's fiction, racy, legal, free romance novel,
free romance books, billionaire romance, urban, contemporary, 21st century,
current, historical, past, demon, werewolf, shifter, shapeshifter, transform, wolf

Paisley
Thirty and single? Well, getcha ass to the Gathering! Wait… what? Rebecca
Twynham hates nature, loves a juicy steak, is not Marked, and thinks wolves come
in one form: on four feet and with fur. So when she's hauled to the annual werewolf
Gathering by this scary as hell magical vortex, she's pretty surprised to find out
werewolves are real. With that new knowledge, she finds she still hates nature,
she'd love a juicy steak, and maybe—she might be—Marked. Well, she doesn't see
a Mark, but she also has heavy scarring from a childhood accident—or was it
intentional? Plus, she really wants to climb the gorgeous Alpha Pair, Aidan and
Carson, like a tree. Luckily the two hot werewolves wanna sink their roots into her
flower and… The nature analogies have gone too far. Aidan and Carson have been
a strong Alpha Pair for fourteen years. They're tied together by their bond, and
ache to claim a woman as their own. But while Carson has always been the GQ
ladies' man, Aidan has been the afterthought—the heavily scarred and frightening
werewolf who's caused more than one woman to faint. When they find Rebecca
hiding in the Bad Doggie ballroom, they rejoice that they've finally found the one
for them. Except with curvaceous, delicious Rebecca, their roles are reversed.
Instead of rushing into the arms of sleek and sexy Carson, Rebecca clings to Aidan.
Carson should rejoice in her acceptance of Aidan, but jealousy rears its ugly head,
destroying their triad before it has a moment to form. Then things go from jealousydriven bad to worse when the five families decide there won't be any more
Wickhams joining the wolfy family trees. Oh, right, she forgot that part. Apparently
her Wickham cousins are kind of a big deal in werewolf land. Big.

Claimed by the Pack
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The only thing worse than hiding from werewolves is living among them. No
wonder I kept some secrets, broke a few rulesand implicated my werewolf
protector in the process. Oops. To make matters worse, the stealer of my dead
mother's magic has set his sights on my sister a second time. As the child's powers
fade, so does her vitality until death looms on the horizon. Can I learn to harness
the power of the pack --- and squash my individuality --- before my sister's life is
entirely sucked away from her? And, with my recent blunders causing upheaval in
the werewolf world, will my former protector be willing to help us if I choose to ask?
This second book in Aimee Easterling's "nailbiting" and "explosive" urban fantasy
series follows Wolf's Bane.

The Alpha's Mate
Thirty and single? Well, getcha ass to the Gathering! Wait what? Paisley Twynham
is over the whole werewolf thing. It'd been a shock to be magically kidnapped and
plopped in the middle of a werewolf gathering. Then she got kidnapped a second
time, had the crap beat out of her, escaped, and then met two men who are
supposed to be her mates. Yup, all kinds of "over" the Gathering. Her only
salvations are her sisters and the two men she can't help but drool over. Tall,
muscular, sexy as hell, and for some reason, they want her fluffy ass. Maybe she
doesn't hate werewolves as much as she thought Chance and Hawkins don't quite
have a solid Warden bond. Hawkins is holding back while Chance is slowly reaching
the end of his patience after ten years of partnership. The only woman who might
save them is Paisley. Seductive, curvaceous, vivacious Paisley Twynham. She's
their Warden Born mate and Chance refuses to let Hawkins' past stand in the way
of their future. But something else hides in their path that threatens to end their
mating before it begins. Or rather, someone.

Battered Not Broken
An alpha wolf searching for his mate… Max Stone rules the werewolves of Boise,
Idaho. Driven to serve and protect them he has put aside all personal desire for too
long. Now a long dormant urge to find his mate has taken control, compelling him
to make her his in every way. New in town and driven by forces she can’t
imagine… Kelly Shaw dedicates her life to studying wolves. New in Boise she is
driven to prove herself capable in her field. A fateful meeting with a handsome
stranger introduces her to a whole new world, bringing out the wolf within. Fate
ties Kelly and Max together, but life may drag them apart. A 14,000 word
novelette, first in the Werewolf Mates series Get the first in the series free! The
Alpha's Mate will give you werewolves, paranormal erotic romance, mates, and
alpha males. Continue the series with: The Lawyer's Mate The Doctor's Mate The
Werewolf Mates Anthology and Her Wolf's Desire

Gabriella
The spoiled billionaire who finds his heart. Cedric Snow, a handsome snowy-owl
shifter, was used and abused by a Black Witch and sold to a shifter collecter. Then
he was saved by Blue Pack and the biggest shifter alliance in the world, Trinity. In
the past, a billionaire heir like himself would have disregarded this lower-shifter
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business. Now he knows better. All his life, Cedric took things for granted and hurt
those around him, his wife and daughter especially. No more. But his plans get
derailed by a beat-up mama wolf shifter and her boy. They need help, and he can't
turn them away. The panther shifter with a violent past. Rogue is a Trinity agent, a
shifter spy. He's used to the solitary life, but that doesn't mean he's okay with it.
He's responsible for the death of one Fated Mate and can't bear harming his other.
To keep Emily safe, he must forever remove himself from her life. This is the curse
he carries as a shifter in love with a human and as the son of a violent gang boss.
But Emily is no quitter. Years later, she finds him, and he has to choose between
breaking her heart and keeping her safe. Fated Mates. Forever Love. Marked by
the Moon Collection C contains Her Noble Owl and Her Bad Cat, two steamy
paranormal shifter romance books, numbers 4 and 5 in the Marked by the Moon
series.

Marked by the Moon Collection B: Books 2-3
Dani had always been a lone wolf and she had no desire to join a pack, but that
didn't matter to a true alpha wolf like Mason Daniels. When he finds out that
human hunters have been threatening Dani, he puts his mark on her.
Unfortunately, the hunters are foolish enough to disregard his mark, and Dani is
captured. After Mason and his pack rescue her from certain death, Dani is given no
choice about joining Mason's pack for her own protection. She soon learns that
Mason is fully prepared to spank her bare bottom as often as is necessary to teach
her to respect and obey him. With more hunters closing in and the pack under
threat, Mason begins to realize that he must claim Dani as his mate for lifewhether she likes it or not-before his need for her drives him mad. At the same
time, she is forced to learn her role in the pack and come to terms with her
instinctual need to submit to Mason as her alpha and her mate. Publisher's Note:
Marked by the Alpha is an erotic romance novel that includes spankings, sexual
scenes, and more. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book. Also
note that a sequel to this book, Rules of the Pack, is now available.

Fox Blood
No. 1 New York Times bestselling author Patricia Briggs presents the first Alpha
and Omega novel - the start of an extraordinary series set in the world of Mercy
Thompson, but with rules of its own . . . Perfect for fans of Ilona Andrews, Nalini
Singh, Christine Feehan and J. R. Ward. 'Patricia Briggs is an incredible writer'
Nalini Singh, New York Times bestselling author of the Psy-Changeling series
'Patricia Briggs is amazing . . . Her Alpha and Omega novels are fantastic' Fresh
Fiction Charles Cornick is his pack's enforcer and lives a harsh life, doing jobs other
wolves can't - or won't. And his most recent task was rescuing Anna Latham from a
life of brutality. This leaves him shot and wounded, but he's happy to pay the price.
Charles is strongly drawn to Anna, and her growing 'Omega' powers will see his
people through dangerous times. Anna desperately needs her new mountainous
home to be safer than the life she's left behind. But when a rogue werewolf starts
murdering hikers, Charles and Anna are sent into the winter forests to investigate.
Charles is still weak and will need Anna's strength as they discover a web of
witchcraft that could drag down the whole pack. Including its leader Bran, Charles's
father, head of a vast network of wolves. And if Bran weakens, dark madness could
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run like a fever through half a continent. Discover the first page-turning Alpha and
Omega adventure, from the queen of urban fantasy Patricia Briggs. Praise for
Patricia Briggs: 'I love these books!' Charlaine Harris The best new fantasy series
I've read in years' Kelley Armstrong 'Patricia Briggs never fails to deliver an
exciting, magic and fable filled suspense story' Erin Watt, #1 New York Times
bestselling author of The Royals series 'It is always a joy to pick up a new Briggs
novel . . . Briggs hits another one out of the park!' RT Book Reviews Books by
Patricia Briggs: The Alpha and Omega Novels Cry Wolf Hunting Ground Fair Game
Dead Heat Burn Bright The Mercy Thompson novels Moon Called Blood Bound Iron
Kissed Bone Crossed Silver Marked Frost Burned Night Broken Fire Touched Silence
Fallen Storm Cursed Sianim series Aralorn: Masques and Wolfsbane

Cry Wolf
From a New York Times bestselling author comes a sexy, paranormal "rough-andtumble adventure" (Library Journal) about a high-stakes romance between two
shifters fighting for their lives. Cougar shifter Abby Carter always plays it safe.
That's why she's an accountant--no excitement, no danger, and no cocky alpha
males. She loves her quiet life, but fate has other plans. When Abby uncovers the
shady dealings of an anti-shifter organization, she'll have to trust the too-sexy-forher-peace-of-mind werewolf Declan Reedor end up six feet under. Declan Reed is
starting over. After two years with Shifter Operations Command, it's time to put his
past behind him. Now Declan is the only thing standing between the gorgeous
Abby and an early grave, and if he's going to have any chance of keeping her alive,
he'll have to embrace the darkness he's fought to keep at bay. But first he has to
convince Abby that there's no safer place in the world than the arms of a big bad
werewolf. "Celia Kyle's my go-to for sexy alpha shifters and fast-paced, delicious
storylines." -- Jessica Clare. New York Times and USA Today bestselling author

Mated to the Alpha
Alisha Knight is a down-to-earth woman who just so happens to have her sights set
on the beta of a large werewolf pack. But despite the way her body reacts to his
powerful presence, bitter experience has shown her that a wolf pack is no place for
a human girl. As his alpha's trusted second-in-command, Phil McKenna takes his
responsibilities seriously, even when that means taking disobedient females over
his knee for an attitude adjustment. Though he is smitten with Alisha, the feisty
little human friend of his alpha's mate, humans and wolves don't usually mix well
and her presence could easily put both her and the pack in danger. Yet try as he
might, Phil can't keep his hands off Alisha. His fearsome urge to mark her, claim
her, and dominate her completely is only increased when her defiant attitude earns
her a hard, bare-bottom spanking. But when the pack is attacked by a cunning,
vicious enemy and Alisha's life is put in grave peril, Phil must decide if he is ready
to cast aside caution and take her as his mate. Publisher's Note: Rules of the Pack
is the sequel to Marked by the Alpha. It is an erotic romance novel that includes
spankings, sexual scenes, and more. If such material offends you, please don't buy
this book.

Marked By Destiny
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Charles Cornick, the leader of the North American werewolves, is sent to Boston
with Anna Latham to assist the FBI in tracking down a serial killer who is targeting
their kind.

The Coming of Democracy
Fierce, wild, and loyal soulmates. Derek Myers is trouble, a wolf shifter without a
pack. Maxim Goulding is kindhearted, but his wolf is a wild beast. Neither of them
is fit for a mate. The Moon, however, doesn't care; it sees through them. Fate
presents two women with the power to save or destroy. One speaks of love and
family. One brings Black Magic and terror. Love doesn't discriminate, but that
doesn't mean it comes easily. These pairs must fight for their happily ever afters.
Fated Mates. Forever Love. Marked by the Moon Collection B contains Her Fierce
Wolf and Her Wild Wolf, two steamy paranormal wolf shifter romance books,
numbers 2 and 3 in the Marked by the Moon series.

Strangeways
It's time for the dragon marked to rise Jessa Lebron doesn't have a lot to complain
about. Her father is the alpha of their wolf pack, she lives in Stratford, a protected
supernatural prison town, and her best friends, the Compass quads, are the
strongest dudes of the four races: shifter, vampire, fey, and magic user.Yep, life is
pretty much exactly how she wants it. Until the fateful day, just after her twentysecond birthday, when the mother who abandoned her, returns to the pack bearing
secrets that change everything.The biggest secret of all: Jessa is dragon marked, a
designation that places her in grave danger. For a thousand years, every
supernatural child born with the mark was eliminated to prevent the rise of the
dragon king, a fearsome ancient warmonger. In a bid to learn more about her fate
and how to avoid the hunters, Jessa finds herself locked in Vanguard, the notorious
supernatural prison. Thankfully she's not alone. Braxton Compass, the most feared
of the dragon shifters, is right there with her. Together they'll have to survive long
enough to free themselves and the other dragon marked. Before the king rises.
*Note from author: this story was previously published by Skyscape. There are no
changes to this version.

The Alpha's Mark
Marked by one Alpha. Mated to another. In love with a third. One fateful choice will
put her life and heart on the line. Alpha wolf Tucker McGraw brought Neve’s heart
to life with a single touch. And then a single moment destroyed her world. To
survive, she’s had to face her darkest fears and accept a rival Alpha into her life.
But now, she must make the toughest choice of all. The fate of two packs hangs in
the balance. Just when Neve’s pulled the fragile threads of her life together, a new
power rises within her that might tear everything apart. Dear Readers: This is the
final installment of a five part paranormal werewolf shifter romance serial.NO
MORE CLIFFHANGERS! The story began in The Alpha’s Mark, Sweet Submission,
Rising Heat, and Pack Wars. These books contain sizzling hot sex scenes that know
no bounds (not even when it comes to multiple partners). These wolves like it
rough! If you’re not into that, you might want to sit this one out. However if you
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like hot, dominant, alpha male werewolf shifters and the kickass heroines who will
do anything to please them, then click away and enjoy the ride! Book Themes: wolf
shifter romance, new adult, werewolf, fated mates, action and adventure,
paranormal romance love triangle, menage

Rules of the Pack
This is the complete story with no cliffhanger!An out of place college student who
feels completely alone in her world, Marie Damascus answers an ad posted online
requesting the help of a maid. When she discovers her potential employer, Adrian
Capitoline, is the man of every woman's dreams--a sexy, mysterious,
billionaire--she thinks she's encountered a miracle. She's quick to become his livein maid, and delighted when a sizzling romance begins to develop between the two
of them. Until night falls, and Marie must learn that even the gentlest man has a
beast--and that she might very well like it. As Marie fully embraces the nature of
her sexual awakening with the man of her dreams she soon finds that she must
come to terms with her desires for the monster within him. At the hands of a beast
so powerful, she finds herself helpless, and can't manage to admit to herself how
much she loves it. Fully embracing her life with both sides of her lover: in control
during the day and losing it each night, she revels in her erotic relationship with
her employer. When Adrian questions her strength of conviction, she decides to
take her power back in the same way the wolf has taken it from her. Their steamy
and passionate dynamic is short-lived, however, when they suddenly find
themselves face to face with a dark and ominous figure from Adrian's past. Marie is
faced with the reality of her worst nightmares coming to light, and Adrian must
reach inside of himself to find the strength to end the madness once and for
all--even if it means he loses everything, and everyone, that he's ever cared for.
You won't be able to stop reading! This book is full of twists, surprises, and
seductive scenes of passion that you won't be able to resist. WARNING: This book
is meant for 18+ readers only.

Marked By the Wolf: Part 1 (Werewolf Shifter Romance)
Gillian Locke has left Kyle for the last time, and knows the only way she'll ever be
back in his grasp is over her dead body. It's better to die then the storm when her
car breaks down, but presses on until she happens upon a cabin in the woods, and
is offered shelter by three gorgeous men who can't seem to get enough of her. The
Bearclaw brothers are descendants of the ancient Anikota tribe of Indians. Their
beast spirit and blessing from the Maker allows them the ability to sense the one
who will complete their soul. Being triplets, they always expected their mate to be
a woman they'd all share.

River Marked
"A thrilling ride that will leave you on the edge of your seat! I need MORE of Phi
and his shall we say unique physiology. Ten thousand stars!!!" -USA Today
Bestselling Author, Myra Danvers I have been chosen. One moment I was leaving
work, the next I was entertaining a silvery-green alien intent on knowing me fully.
Their invasion of our world nonviolent, seamless. They dress as human men, eat in
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human restaurants, vote, pay taxes, and are controlling every last one of us. I don't
understand how no one else can see what I see? That their beauty is a trap. They
have come here for the women, intent on creating life partners--through seduction,
mental manipulation, employing muscular bodies capable of fulfilling any female
desire. Shaping themselves to our wants. Until we've each been claimed, marked,
and changed. Assimilated. We don't have a choice. They can make us like it. They
can make us desire them. They can make us do anything they want.

Marked by the Alpha
Whitney Wickham is at the annual werewolf Gathering but she doesn't belong
there. Her sisters carry the Mark indicating they'll mate an Alpha Pair of wolves;
Whitney does not. She's been hauled half way around the world to be stared at,
and not-so-covertly sniffed, for no reason. Unfortunately the gorgeous, drool
worthy, magic-mojo-wielding Wardens don't know why she's been summoned to
the Gathering any more than she does. But at least Emmett Greene and Levy
Walters, the Wardens, are hot. They can never mate, never marry, and never form
a lasting romantic relationship. It's a hard and fast law but one look at Whitney,
one hint of her scent, and they realize their immovable laws might have to jiggle.

Choosing an Alpha
The highly anticipated sequel to Seventh Mark… Marked by Destiny Sometimes the
past isn’t what you expect it to be. Rouge has survived the last months of school
and is starting a new chapter after graduation. She wants answers to the questions
about her past and is still hiding secrets from those she loves. Her hope is to find
what she needs in Niagara Falls so she can move forward in her relationship with
Michael and have a chance to convince his family that she is worthy of him. The
ancient Grollic – wolf – book reveals another of its secrets, again only to Rouge.
She has been scared to study the book and continues to find excuses not to. Rouge
desperately wants to find the truth about the past. Nothing could have prepared
her for what she’s about to learn. The Hidden Secrets Saga is a deliciously unique
take on werewolves and the walking dead! Keywords: Free, Freebie, Vampire, Wolf,
werewolf, sexy alpha, free fantasy, supernatural, comic book, free paranormal,
witch, paranormal romance, fantasy series

Seduced by the Alpha Wolf
One dark night. One fatal turn. A wild passion hotter than anything she’s ever
known. College freshman, Neve Dalton is about to crash head on into something
that will turn her world upside down. On her way to school, Neve hopes a fresh,
new start will put the pain of losing her parents behind her. But a fatal accident on
a lonely highway puts her in the path of dark, dangerous Alpha wolf, Tucker
McGraw. With a single touch and a flash of silver in his eyes, Tucker stirs a passion
in Neve that leaves her shaken and begging for more. This Alpha’s mark runs deep
and triggers a hunger in Neve she can’t explain. The minute he lays eyes on Neve,
Tucker knows she’s his fated mate. The trouble is, a rival pack wants her dead for
what happened on that rain-slick highway. But, Tucker didn’t become Alpha on his
drop dead sexy looks alone. He’s fierce, ruthless and deadly. He’ll do anything to
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claim and protect Neve even if it means fighting the battle of his life. Dear
Readers: This is part one of a five part paranormal werewolf shifter romance serial.
The story continues in Sweet Submission, Rising Heat, Pack Wars and Choosing an
Alpha. These books contain sizzling hot scenes that know no bounds. These wolves
like it rough! If you’re not into that, you might want to sit this one out. However if
you like hot, dominant, alpha male werewolf shifters and the kickass heroines who
will do anything to please them, then click away and enjoy the ride! Book Themes:
free, $free, freebie, Free paranormal romance, Shifter romance, werewolves, alpha
wolf, wolf pack romance, love triangle, strong female character, new adult
romance

Wolf's Bane
She’s smitten by a wolf. Gwendolyn Laney was just an ordinary park ranger until
the day she was bitten by a wolf, a wolf that can turn into a hot-as-sin man.
There’s some kind of magic drawing her to him. Maybe someone more sensible
would be worried, but not Gwen. She knows she belongs with him. He can’t have a
human. Nickolas Sipe is the Alpha of Blue Pack. He has a duty to all of his wolves,
and that duty means keeping humans away. Humans have no place in the pack.
They’re the ones to blame for wolf-shifter misfortunes. It doesn’t matter that she
gets him wild with a simple look. This human can’t be the one for him. Fated
Mates. Forever Love.

Scarlet
Hawk Larson left small-town Indiana to become one of the most famous
quarterbacks on the planet, throwing winning passes for the Bears and living the
dream. Life looked picture-perfect from the outside, but after five years, he still
can't shake the memory of the one thing he left behindthe girl who owned his
heart and crushed it one fateful night.After an injury benches Hawk for good, he
returns to the town he left, confronting the past and running headfirst into an
unexpected future.Life hasn't been easy in the five years since he left, and Morgan
Quinn isn't the same girl she once was, her luscious hourglass curves and stubborn
streak the only reminders of everything he left behind. She still rattles him to the
core and leaves him craving more, but Morgan has a secret. A secret that may
change the game for good.Warning: When Hawk finally sees his Morgan again, he
isn't sure if it's love or hate he's feeling, until fireworks fly at first touch and
passion overcomes reason, leaving Hawk with the realization that he must protect
his girl at all costs.

Submitting to the Alpha
After the "corrupt bargain" that awarded John Quincy Adams the presidency in
1825, American politics underwent a fundamental shift from deference to
participation. This changing tide eventually propelled Andrew Jackson into the
White Houseâ€”twice. But the presidential race that best demonstrated the extent
of the changes was that of Martin Van Buren and war hero William Henry Harrison
in 1840. Harrison’s campaign was famously marked by sloganeering and spirited
rallies. In The Coming of Democracy, Mark R. Cheathem examines the evolution of
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presidential campaigning from 1824 to 1840. Addressing the roots of early republic
cultural politicsâ€”from campaign biographies to songs, political cartoons, and
public correspondence between candidates and votersâ€”Cheathem asks the
reader to consider why such informal political expressions increased so
dramatically during the Jacksonian period. What sounded and looked like mere
entertainment, he argues, held important political meaning. The extraordinary
voter participation rateâ€”over 80 percentâ€”in the 1840 presidential election
indicated that both substantive issues and cultural politics drew Americans into the
presidential selection process. Drawing on period newspapers, diaries, memoirs,
and public and private correspondence, The Coming of Democracy is the first booklength treatment to reveal how presidents and presidential candidates used both
old and new forms of cultural politics to woo voters and win elections in the
Jacksonian era. This book will appeal to anyone interested in US politics, the
Jacksonian/antebellum era, or the presidency.

Imprinted by the Alpha
Newly mated werewolves, Anna and Charles, attend a summit discussing whether
or not the wolves should make themselves known to humans, when she is attacked
by vampires, in the second novel in the series following Cry Wolf. 25,000 first
printing.

Dragon Marked
Isabella is in trouble. Big trouble. She knows that opening her curtains and
touching herself while her alpha watches from the woods is wrong, but she does it
anyway. And she plans on doing it again. Every night, in fact, until her alpha
teaches her otherwise. Roman, alpha of the Silverclaw Pack, is tired of Isabella
teasing him. Even more, he’s tired of her disobeying his every command. And he
knows exactly how to fix both problems. Devour every inch of her until she’s
begging for him at his feet. Will Isabella succumb to Roman’s advances? Or will she
toy with him to the very end? Read Submitting to the Alpha, an erotic werewolf
romance, written by Emilia Rose.

Marked by the Moon Collection A: Books 0-1
Jillian is a human, going to an all Werewolf school, how did her parents not know
that they were sending her to such a place? What makes it worse is that the Alpha
King comes to the school once a week to see if he can find his mate or girls for his
harems. What happens when he claims Jillian as his mate? Will she accept it, or will
she run for the hills? Then someone decides that they want Jillian and the Alpha
dead. What will happen when the Alpha finds out who Jillian really is, she isn't as
innocent as she seems. Join Jillian, Edric, and her friend Kimberly on a harrowing
adventure of love, laughter, and a whole lot of sass.

Her Brave Wolf
Thirty and single? Getcha ass to the Gathering! Ugh. Gabriella Wickham thought
turning thirty was bad enough, but now she's been invited (ordered) to attend this
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year's Gathering (werewolf speed dating). Having a Mark on her arm means that
she's one of the few human women destined to mate with not one, but two Alpha
werewolves. Thank goodness werewolves don't come in “ugly.” After her sister
Scarlet mates the Ruling Alphas, things really start to get interesting. Gabby runs
into not one, but two hotter than hot werewolves who make her tingle in all the
right places. Yum. Of course, “yum” comes with baggage of both the mental and
female kind. Lovely. Luckily it's nothing a few punches and a good talking to can't
cure. Maybe…-ish. Berke Davis and Jack Wright know that lush, curvaceous
Gabriella is their mate. Who cares that they're currently not part of an Alpha pair?
Details, details. Burke has been half bound to his best friend Jack since they were
four, but the past keeps them from solidifying their pairing and taking up the
mantle of Alpha. Berke understands his friend's feelings, but Jack is about to get a
lesson on living and loving. Berke just hopes the lessons are learned before they
both lose Gabriella. Especially when she is Challenged by a rival to first blood…a
Challenge that could end in very permanent, and deadly, consequences…for
Gabriella.

The Alpha King and His Human Mate
A fox in wolf's clothing. He said, "Come on. Move in with the pack. It'll all be
perfect." I said, "No. They're still healing. I'm a fox shifter, the reason they fell
apart in the first place. I won't mess this up for you." Yeah, soI moved in anyway.
And, sure enough, clan bonds started breaking, fights erupted, Gunner's entire role
as pack leader was cast into doubt. Now I'm struggling to posture like a wolf while
protecting the stray kitsune who showed up on our doorstep. Gunner's stuck
choosing between our relationship and his role as pack leader. And I've only got
one thing left to say about the matter: "I told you so." This final installment in the
Moon Marked trilogy follows Wolf's Bane and Shadow Wolf.

Wolf's Mate
Secrets are my specialty. I'm Mai Fairchild --- fox shifter, sister's keeper, and bane
of the local werewolf pack. In a world where different is dangerous, my sister and I
must pretend to be human at all costs. Too bad I just lost the job that lets me live
under the radar while putting food on my sister's plate. Enter an enticing werewolf
who offers enough cash to upgrade our diets from ramen noodles to salami if I join
him on a magical hunt. But can I afford to accept the opportunity when the risk of
working closely with every fox shifter's sworn enemy is so great?

Hunting Ground
Secrets are my specialty. I'm Mai Fairchild --- fox shifter, sister's keeper, and bane
of the local werewolf pack. In a world where different is dangerous, my sister and I
must pretend to be human at all costs. Too bad I just lost the job that lets me live
under the radar while putting food on my sister's plate. Enter an enticing werewolf
who offers enough cash to upgrade our diets from ramen noodles to salami if I join
him on a magical hunt. But can I afford to accept the opportunity when the risk of
working closely with every fox shifter's sworn enemy is so great? This box set
includes the full trilogy: Wolf's Bane, Shadow Wolf, and Fox Blood.
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Shadow Wolf
Thirty and single? Well, getcha ass to the Gathering! As if hitting thirty wasn't
enough, unmated Scarlet Wickham is summoned to this year's Gathering. As a
woman Marked to be the mate of an Alpha pair, she's not going to find happiness
anywhere other than in the arms of two Alpha werewolves. So, off she goes with
her sisters in tow. 'Cause yeah, she's one of the plump Wickham triplets, and
they're all being carted off to werewolf speed dating. Keller and Madden, Ruling
Alpha pair, can't believe their luck. They've found their mate, and she's more than
they could have ever hoped for. She's feisty with spirit to spare, and lush curves
that they want to trace with their tongues. They can't wait to solidify their bond
and get to know the beautiful woman who is to rule at their side. But first, there's
the minor inconvenience of a challenge to the death

His Girl
I wasn't expecting a romance.A whirlwind love affair that would sweep me off my
feet. I'm a twenty-seven-year-old virgin who works as a doctor in a hospital.Who
has time for love?But when a grizzly bear shifter named Rylan Young rolls in with
his body broken and smashed to a pulp, it's love at first sight.If only he'd open his
eyesEvery day, the pull to his room gets harder to resist. My crush on the sleeping
shifter grows.I feel like I'm obsessed.Until Rylan opens his beautiful blue-gray eyes
and he shows me what it truly means to be obsessed with the one you love.He's
amazing.He's incredible.He keeps saying I'm his mate.And as my favorite patient's
body begins to heal and strengthen, I stop taking care of him, and he starts taking
care of meReady for an alpha who can handle the heat and likes his girl with some
meat? Rylan is a dominant Over-The-Top grizzly bear shifter who will have you
howling for more. This is the fourth book in the Alphas in Heat series featuring the
bear shifters from the Blackcloud Point fire station. Fire-fighting bear shifters? Yes,
please!The books can be read in any order. This fireman romance shifter book is
SAFE, with no cheating, and a furry HEA guaranteed. Enjoy!

Alpha Ascendant
MY CAPTIVE. MY MATE. MY PRIZE. I didn't order the capture of the beautiful
American she-wolf. I didn't buy her from the traffickers. I didn't even plan to claim
her. But no male shifter could have withstood the test of a full moon and a locked
room with Sedona, naked and shackled to the bed. I lost control, not only claiming
her, but also marking her, and leaving her pregnant with my wolfpup. I won't keep
her prisoner, as much as I'd like to. I allow her to escape to the safety of her
brother's pack. But once marked, no she-wolf is ever really free. I will follow her to
the ends of the Earth, if I must. Sedona belongs to me. Publisher's Note: Alpha's
Prize is a stand-alone book in the Bad Boy Alphas series. HEA guaranteed, no
cheating. This book contains a hot, demanding alpha wolf with a penchant for
protecting and dominating his female. If such material offends you, do not buy this
book.

Rebecca
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Can Terra choose between her mate and her adopted daughter? Ember is a
bloodling, a werewolf born in lupine rather than in human form. The wolf pup is the
perfect blend of rainbows and chaos, bound to bring a smile to everyone's face.
But Terra soon begins to wonder whether it's truly in Ember's best interests to
raise her adopted daughter as a wolf. As a bloodling himself, her mate Wolfie
adamantly opposes the idea of forcing a shift on their ward before her time. But
when Wolfie is called away and Ember's sadistic biological father demands his
daughter's return, Terra is faced with a difficult decision. By werewolf law, a shifter
has come of age and can make her own choices after her first transformation. But
while forcing Ember's shift prematurely would allow Terra to keep the pup out of
the hands of her biological father, the act might drive Wolfie out of both of their
lives forever. Alpha Ascendant is the engrossing finale of the Wolf Rampant trilogy
that begins with Shiftless and continues with Pack Princess. Wolf Rampant trilogy:
1. Shiftless 2. Pack Princess 3. Alpha Ascendant

Alpha's Prize
This complete series box set contains all five books in Kimber White’s exciting,
ultra steamy, utterly shocking new werewolf romance serial, Claimed by the Pack.
No cliffhangers! One dark night. One fatal turn. A wild passion hotter than anything
she’s ever known. A tragic accident on a lonely highway puts college freshman,
Neve in the path of sexy Alpha wolf, Tucker. With single touch and a flash of silver
in his eyes, Tucker stirs something in Neve she can’t live without. A bond so strong
it's combustible. A passion so fierce it might rip the pack apart. Tucker and Neve’s
connection comes with a rising heat more powerful than even he understands.
Though Tucker knows he’s found the love of his life and his fated mate, danger
comes from all sides. A rival pack, hellbent on revenge will stop at nothing to take
Neve away from him and destroy everything he’s built. And a new threat looms
from within that will test his leadership to the breaking point. He’ll have to be
strong enough to survive the challenge. With Neve by his side, he’s got everything
to lose. Dear Readers: This book contains sizzling hot sex scenes that know no
bounds (not even when it comes to multiple partners). These wolves like it rough!
If you’re not into that, you might want to sit this one out. However, if you like hot,
dominant, alpha male werewolf shifters and the kickass heroines who will do
anything to please them, then click away and enjoy the ride! Book Themes:
paranormal romance, wolf shifter romance, discount box set, new adult romance,
erotic romance, menage, love triangle, anthology

Marked and Mated
Soulmates, Moon Magic, and sexy sweet. Blue Pack has come into some hard
times. Wolf shifters are disappearing, and there isn't anything they can do about it.
Any children born are missing their wolves. Moon Magic, Fated Mates, they're all
myths or things from the past. But Casey Hunt isn't willing to accept that. He's
leaving Blue Pack to find the woman meant for him. His pack sees his actions as a
betrayal. Then Fated Mates slowly start appearing after years of no hope. Casey is
the first to find his Fated Mate. Nickolas Sipe is the second. Unfortunately, it's not
as easy as simply finding them. These men have to win their Soulmates' love too,
but they'll do it. Whatever it takes. Fated Mates. Forever Love. Marked by the Moon
Collection A contains Her True Wolf and Her Brave Wolf, two steamy paranormal
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wolf shifter romance books, numbers 0 and 1 in the Marked by the Moon series.

Fair Game
The Askaran desert can no longer sustain the secret hybrid population of wolves
bred from those sent there to die for their crimes. Justice knows the time has come
to lead his wolves to a new life, but soon realizes his pack could never be governed
by nor swear fealty to the cruel and despotic Alpha of Solonara-Darius-so he
hatches a plan to fight and ultimately kill the Alpha, his heir, and take over the
territory. Cashel should not exist. It was unheard of for an Alpha-heir to be born an
omega, and Darius has made every day a torment for his son. After spending years
failing to breed another heir, and desperate not to have to give his territory away
to another pack, he finally turns his attention back to Cashel and a whole new
nightmare begins.Justice's whole life has been about righting a wrong and
delivering the very thing he was named for. Meeting Cashel, and finding out he is
his true mate, sends his carefully constructed plans and promises up in flames.
When he discovers Darius's cruelty runs deeper than any of them imagined, he is
faced with a last desperate choice between his love for Cashel or his loyalty to his
people.

The Alpha Prince
She ran from her mate. Now she must be punished. Darby Callan doesn't want a
mate, but it isn't up to her. Her old pack has been disbanded, and when the
powerful, handsome alpha of a well-established pack makes it clear that she
belongs to him, her instincts reveal the truth of his words despite her furious
protests and attempts to escape. Jean-Michel Gautier knows that his new mate's
past makes her wary of him, but an alpha cannot tolerate disobedience, and when
Darby defies him he strips her bare and spanks her until she is sore and sobbing.
Her beautiful body's response to his dominance is obvious, and his stern correction
leaves her helplessly aroused, but before he claims her he plans to make her beg.
Naked and quivering with desperate, shameful need, Darby cannot help pleading
with Jean-Michel for the climax she has been denied, and soon she is crying out
with pleasure more intense than she would have ever thought possible as he
makes her his. But when the vicious brute who once hurt her comes looking for
Darby again, can she trust her new alpha to protect his mate? Publisher's Note:
Marked and Mated is a stand-alone novel which is the second entry in the Wayward
Mates series. It includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such material offends you,
please don't buy this book. Also note that Marked and Mated shares its setting with
Adaline Raine's previously published books Marked by the Alpha and Rules of the
Pack, and it was written only after receiving Adaline's permission and support.
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